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It is designed to bring the issue of homophobia into the classroom to speak directly to youth.

It provides interactive exercises that help us begin to understand and overcome discrimination

both inside and outside of the classroom.

It promotes the principle of peer education and encourages youth to actively listen to and learn

from each other about this social problem that affects us all.

OUTLET  LEARNING PACKAGE

This Guide is by, for and about youth.

The GOALS of this package are to:

> stimulate discussion about young people’s

experiences of homophobia,

> examine the individual and systemic

impacts of homophobia,

> begin to understand the social structures

which perpetuate prejudice, discrimination

and hate,

> provide a dynamic example of peer

education in action,

> illustrate what a powerful tool youth-

created messaging can be in promoting

social change and learning, and

> encourage thinking about what each of us

can do to help eliminate homophobia.

Meet These GOALS by:

� viewing the video, OUTlet:

Queer Youth Speak Out (25

minutes),

� engaging in the activities in

this Guide,

� applying the lessons provided

by this package inside and

outside of the classroom,

� actively supporting on-going

individual and community

learning, and

� creating and encouraging a

safe environment for honesty

and openness.
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WORKING TOGETHER

Video and Discussion Guide
This package consists of two parts:

• OUTlet: Queer Youth Speak Out -- the Video (25 minutes)

• OUTlet: Queer Youth Speak Out -- the Activity and Discussion Guide

The Video is intended both as a starting point for classroom discussion and as a reference for

the activities. It can be viewed either:

• in sections interspersed with activities (recommended), or

• in one sitting (start to finish), followed by Activities and Discussion

All of the attached Activities are interactive, student-centered and based on the belief that

youth learn best when they can relate to the experience, and are encouraged to
participate.

Some of activities are meant to be used before the video is screened to help the teacher/

facilitator evaluate the receptivity and comfort levels of the group and to establish what the

students already know or expect from the lesson. The majority of activities focus on and

elaborate upon concepts raised in the video.

To help the teacher/facilitator plan a smooth and

enjoyable lesson, each activity includes headings

that outline:

� Estimated Time required to complete each

activity

� Materials required for each activity

� Learning Objectives for each activity

� Instructions for each activity

� Suggested Debriefing Questions for each

activity

� A Flag to note new terms or sensitive

issues

� Linking Learning to relate themes in other

activities and in the video

� Suggested activities beyond the scope of

this Guidebook to Take Action

We have included a

comprehensive Glossary of terms

at the end of this Guide (p. 39),

which we recommend teachers/

facilitators review in advance.

For those interested in exploring

the issues of homophobia

further, we have also included a

Resource Guide (p.35) with

contact numbers, websites and

other sources we think might be

helpful.

Please distribute a copy
of the appropriate
Resources (see
Appendices) to each
youth participating.
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Meeting Your Needs

The exercises provided in the OUTlet: Resource Guide have been designed to:

� expand or contract to fit varying time constraints

� accommodate a range of learning needs and degrees of comfort and trust within your

class.

They could be used to enrich a couple of hours of classroom time or to provide structure for a

module lasting an entire week.

Given the sensitivity of the subject, and the time it could take to establish a 'comfort zone' in

the class room, we suggest dedicating at least 2 full periods to it, and would recommend a full

4 class periods.We encourage you to read through all of the activities in order to choose the

ones that will be most effective and appropriate for the specific needs of your class. As well,

make sure to carefully read the section titled,  Before taking this program to the class… (see

p. 6) in the Introduction, and The Art of Debriefing (see p. 8)

OUTlet is designed for a facilitation approach, rather than a classic teaching approach. For those

who have little experience with facilitation, a day or series of days in facilitator training is highly

recommended to enhance the experience for both you and the youth participating.

If time constraints don't afford the opportunity to read through this guide in full or to dedicate

more than 2 class periods, we recommend the following lesson plan.

MAKING THE MOST OF THIS GUIDE

2-3 class period lesson plan:
BEFORE watching the video: 20-40 minutes

Introduce and Guidelines 10 mins

Establish a comfortable class space and introduce workshop (i.e. to generate understanding

around sexual identity and to tackle discrimination). Hand out resources to participants.

Establish Class Guidelines - See suggestions in Safety Matters, and brainstorm with class.

#1 I know / I wonder (p.10) 10mins

To establish terminology and awareness.

#2 Sticks and Stones... (p.12) 20mins

To establish personal attitudes.

VIEW the OUTlet video: 25 mins

AFTER watching the video: 40 mins - 1 hour

#4 Debrief OUTlet (p.16) 40mins

Unpack major themes of the video.

#7 Where Do We Stand (p.24) 20mins

To challenge common myths and create dialogue.

#9 Role Plays (p.27) 40mins

To understand complex situations and respond to homophobia.

#10 Sphere of Influence(p.30) 20min

To enhance our ability to act in the face of discrimination.

Hand out Actions and Attitudes of Allies Handout (p.33)
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Before taking this program to the class
Facilitating dialogue can be tricky when dealing with an emotionally and politically volatile

issue. Although there must be an appropriate level of safety within the learning environment

for learning to take place, this does not mean that everyone will feel safe at all times. Open

and honest dialogue necessitates that people take risks and experience a degree of conflict

and personal discomfort.  That said, it is the responsibility of the facilitator or teacher to

actively build as well as maintain safety. This means keeping on top of potential hurtful

dynamics, and addressing and diffusing them as quickly, directly and diplomatically as possible.

The following are essential techniques for generating healthy dialogue:

> Develop and adhere to group 'ground rules' (guidelines for discussion) to enhance safety

and respect in the group. These guidelines are most effective when created collaboratively with

the class. Here are a few of our recommendations:

• Active listening/No interrupting

• Everyone is encouraged to participate

• Everyone has the right to NOT participate

• No deliberate racist, sexist, homophobic, classist or ableist language

• Respect a multiplicity of perspectives: no one is either right or wrong

• Every person's experience is valid

Write  ground rules on the board and display in a prominent location throughout the workshop.

> Role model respectful language and behaviour as the facilitator.

> Use rounds, icebreakers and team builders to develop a sense of safety and trust.

'Check in' and 'check out' exercises can be as simple as asking, i.e. "What animal/colour/

weather pattern… are you feeling like today, and Why?" or 'What do you want to get out of this

session?"  More involved questioning such as those described in the attached PRE-viewing

introductory exercises can also be used.

> Be mindful of who is participating in the discussion and who isn't. When appropriate, try to

ensure that everyone has an equal opportunity to speak. This can most easily be done through

'rounds' (where everyone takes their turn at answering a question without being interrupted) or

by other attempts to draw those who are being silent into the conversation. However, some

students may feel particularly self-conscious about this issue and shouldn't be pushed.

> Consider time constraints. Be realistic about what can be covered in the time allocated.

This may mean having to choose only certain activities. The vast topic of oppression can't be

tackled in a day! It can be damaging if the class ends on a contentious point, so leave time for

a check out or closing round with the group.

> Provide a Resource Handout to ALL STUDENTS. The issues raised in this handbook and video

will undoubtedly hit close to home for some students.  It is crucial to provide a range of resources

students can access safely, effectively, and in private.  Please make a copy of the relevant resource

section in the back of the book and give to every student as part of the lesson plan.

SAFETY MATTERS
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The following are the four main principles we have used to frame the issue of homophobia in

this package:

1. Storytelling is a powerful catalyst for change
Because learning is most effective when it is relevant and speaks directly to the experiences of

students, both the video and the activities begin with the students' sharing personal

experiences, values and beliefs. This is a solid starting point from which students can begin to

challenge themselves and their peers.

The candid interviews, personal stories, and comical shorts in OUTlet provide a wide range of

ways 'into the issue' and a variety of experiences different members of the class may be able

relate to. The video can also inspire empathy and compassion by personalizing issues that might

otherwise be regarded as "abstract" or even threatening.

2. Homophobia is about power
In depth exploration of what motivates individual acts of homophobia requires that we critically

analyze the social values and structures that support such discrimination and that dictate what

is considered "natural" or "normal".

There are many current educational materials that focus on issues of cultural diversity and peer

bullying, yet issues of power and equity are often ignored when tackling discrimination in school

and youth settings. This package focuses on the unequal distribution of power and privilege as

the central means by which discrimination is perpetuated.

3. Anti-oppression framework
At various points this package draws connections between homophobia and racism, classism,

sexism and ableism. We believe that overcoming discrimination demands that we explore

oppressive practices and behaviours on all fronts.

4. Moving from the "small picture" to the "big picture" helps people
get a better view of the issues.
Concepts like "heterosexism" and "sexual identity" are abstract and can be challenging for

students to make sense of. The video and discussion guide have been designed to move from

individual experiences of discrimination into the broader context of the social and institutional

structures that support homophobia and prejudice.

Mapping Our Approach

A note about the language in this package: Historically the word queer

was used in a derogatory manner. Today many gay, lesbian, bisexual and

transgendered people are “reclaiming” (see glossary) the word queer for

both personal and general use. The use of this word is in no way intended

to offend anyone.

FRAMING THE ISSUE
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THE ART OF DEBRIEFING

* The following has been adapted from the Self Help Resource Association’s “Facilitate This” handbook.

Why Debrief?
Debriefing allows the group to process, question and analyze ideas and skills that they have just explored.

Benefits to participants:  Without the opportunity to debrief, participants may feel scattered,

fragmented and confused.  Debriefing allows time for individuals and for the group to wrap

their minds around what is being discussed.  It allows for further and deeper questioning and

analysis, and the opportunity to relate ideas to one’s own life and experiences.  It is also very

useful as a reminder of key points of the issue.

Benefits to facilitator / teacher:  The debriefing process makes it possible to gauge how

thoroughly and successfully key learning outcomes were covered.  Debriefing opens up the

discussion to allow participants to look at an issue from different angles, and helps move the

discussion along.  It is also a useful segue to introduce subsequent topics.

SUGGESTED DEBRIEFING MODEL - FIVE STEPS
The basic structure of this following model has been adapted for working with youth, and in

particular with the Learning Package.  Although completing the five steps will help assess whether

or not the debriefing of the activity and/or video is complete, the model is flexible and general

enough to encourage creative discussions that are responsive to the particular group.  We have

designed many of the Activities included in the Learning Package to cover these steps.

1. DESCRIBE:  Participants describe what they saw in the video and/or what they experienced

in the activity. What did you see happen?

2. RELATE:  Participants relate the video and/or activity to their own lives and experiences.

They discuss their responses and how they responded emotionally.  Participants explore past

experiences or possible future scenarios. How did this make you feel? What did it make you

think about / remember?  How would it change our actions in the future?

3. ANALYZE:  Participants analyze the implications of the video and/or activity.  They may

assess similarities and differences, potential effectiveness and look at all the implications of the

issues raised. What were some of the similarities / differences you observed in the video vs.

other videos you have seen?  How is the video/activity different / similar from ‘real life’

experiences?  What are some of the potential effects of watching the video and being

involved in discussion and activities?

4. EXPAND:  Participants expand their analysis of the issues being discussed to other groups

and issues.  Who else is affected by racism?  What other issues could the video/activity apply

to? How are they similar and different?

5. OFFER ALTERNATIVES: Participants brainstorm ideas that explore how the implications of

the video/activity being discussed can have positive, healthy outcomes for youth.  This

brainstorm can include concrete ideas for action about how this can be accomplished, and can

include personal, interpersonal, social and institutional actions.  What could be different?

How can we work to change this situation? What would I do differently?  (see Action Points)



Pre-Viewing
Activities
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#1 I  KNOW  / I WONDER

• to gauge students’ experiences and knowledge of homophobia

• to have students begin exploring their knowledge of homophobia and

related issues

• to define basic terms and concepts

Writing material / blackboard

Version 1: (for a relatively safe and open group)

As a brainstorm, ask the class to come up either with 4 words

or one sentence that describes what they KNOW or what they

WONDER about the list below (responses do not need to be

complex or 'well-informed', just honest impressions of what

the words mean).

Version 2: (for a moderately safe and open group)
Copy the following I know / I wonder worksheet and hand out

to the class.  Have each student fill out what they know and

what they wonder about each of the terms.  This sheet can be

handed back to the facilitator/ teacher in order to evaluate

the level of knowledge of the class OR, students can evaluate

and track their own learning throughout the workshop by

revising and completing the I know column.

Version 3: (for a group where safety has not been established)
Have class fill out the I wonder section of the handout

individually.  After a few minutes, work as a class to

determine the I know section.  As the class goes through the

list, complete the I know section for each term or heading.

Homophobia

Heterosexism

Gender

Prejudice

Discrimination

Oppression

The roots of homophobia

The impacts of homophobia

Debriefing:
Have class compare their

responses with each other.

Which concepts triggered the

most debate? Why?

Compare students responses with

the definitions provided in the

glossary.

Linking Learning:
This activity can be repeated as a

closing round for the workshop.

Use the same terms and headings

but have students respond (as a

group or individually) to the

following:

I learned / I realize / I still wonder

This activity may not be safe for all groups.  Three versions

are offered depending on the comfort level of the group.

10 – 20 minutes

Individual journal writing or

class discussion/brainstorm
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#2 STICKS AND STONES AND STEREOTYPES

• to identify and debunk stereotypes

• to examine how general stereotypes affect individuals

Writing material / blackboard

20 minutes

> Ask the group to list as many stereotypes about

youth as they can.  For example, "all teens are

rude", "all teens are irresponsible", etc.  List all

stereotypes generated by the brainstorm.  Make

sure to list stereotypes that the students

themselves have faced.

> Ask group to name as many queer stereotypes as

they can.  For example: "all lesbians have short hair",

"all gay men have lisps," or "only gay men get AIDS."

> Have the class to come up with a DEFINITION of

"stereotype".  (see Glossary for reference)

> Using the brainstormed queer and youth

stereotypes, discuss the following:

• What purpose does stereotyping people serve?

• What are the harmful effects of stereotyping?

• What does it say if someone fits a stereotype -

does it matter?

• Why do we box people into categories?

• Are some stereotypes more acceptable than

others? Consider stereotypes around sexual

orientation versus stereotypes of age and/or

ethnicity.  If so, why is this the case?

> Either in small groups or as a large group, ask

students to reflect on their own characteristics

that might fit into the listed stereotypes.

> How do the stereotypes hold true?

> How do they break down?

> What can individuals do to confront harmful

stereotyping?

Modification for advanced groups:

In small groups or as a class review

the list of queer stereotypes. Ask

the groups to determine the

underlying assumptions of each

stereotype. What do these

assumptions say about societal

expectations of gender roles and

identities?  Is there a relation

between these expectations and

oppression?  How might these

assumptions and expectations

perpetuate homophobia?

Linking Learning:

This activity is well-paired with

"Where do we Stand" (p24).

Together, they encourage

participants to examine and

challenge queer stereotypes, and

to acknowledge the gaps between

assumptions people make about

queer people and the realities of

being queer.

Class discussion/brainstorm
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#3 TAKING STOCK

• to gauge the student’s personal experience of homophobia and

discrimination

Writing material

10-20 minutes

> Hand out the following sheet.

> Have students fill out the survey

while the video is being set up for

screening.

> Before beginning the video, make

sure everyone has finished filling in

the survey and discuss any

questions or comments that may

have come up.

> While the video is running, it is a

good idea for the teacher to

review the surveys in order to

assess the level of knowledge and

attitudes within the class.

Indivicual survey

Taking Action

Use a survey to gain insight

into the experiences of youth

in your school or community.

Use our survey (following

page) or create your own to

determine the level of

awareness, action, or

instances of discrimination in

your community. What are the

barriers to addressing

homophobia in your school?
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TAKING STOCK: WORKSHEET

In my life I have witnessed discrimination against a person because s/he was labeled ‘different’

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

I have witnessed discrimination against individuals based on their sexual orientation, or based on

assumptions about their orientation

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

I have treated a person differently because of his/her sexual orientation, or because of my assumptions

about his/her orientation

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

I am uncomfortable being around people I think might be queer

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

If my best friend told me s/he was queer, I would be supportive

Yes | maybe | no | don’t know

When I joke around with friends, I say ‘that’s so gay’, or ‘don’t be a fag’

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

Telling a joke about a gay or lesbian person is ok

In some situations | if there are no queer people present | never

Telling a joke about a First Nations person or about a person of colour is ok

In some situations | if no one of that heritage is present | never

I speak out against homophobic comments

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

I speak out against racist comments

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

If I witness an incident of discrimination, I know how to respond

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

I prefer not to respond to or address homophobic comments because I don’t want to be labeled as gay or

lesbian

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

I see positive representations of queer people in media and in ads

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never

I believe all people, regardless of age, gender, ability, religion, or sexual orientation, have a right to live,

work and learn in a safe, accepting environment

Strongly Disagree | Disagree | Agree | Strongly Agree

I do my part to ensure that all people around me, regardless of age, gender, ability, religion, or sexual

orientation, are in a safe, accepting environment

frequently | sometimes | rarely | never



Post-Viewing
Activities
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#4 DEBRIEFING OUTLET

• to use the video as a catalyst for discussion

• to introduce students to the scope of issues that will be covered

in more depth in  later activities

Blackboard and chalk/copies of questions

40 minutes

Group discussion

> Ask the following questions of the whole class and ensure everyone has a chance to

respond.  The debriefing questions have been ordered to unpack specific sections of

the video that deal with one or two related topics. The stills in each question section

correspond with the appropriate video segment.

Debriefing the video:   These are guideline questions, undoubtedly

the discussions will take their own course. A thorough pre-reading

of these questions will give the facilitator some idea of the key

aspects of the video.

Note: Facilitators may decide to omit some of the following questions because

of time constraints, but the three questions below should be included as they

are general, and are likely to evoke the youths personal perspectives and

experiences.

Could you relate to any of the experiences or opinions discussed by the youth in the

video?

Do you know anyone who has had similar experiences to the youth in the video?

How can individuals and groups work towards dismantling homophobia?
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#4 DEBRIEFING OUTLET P2

Section 2: Violence and Safety (from Opening

Title to “Trust Your Desires”)

During the title sequence, the voice-over tells us that many
queer and questioning youth feel forced to leave home, hit
the streets and/or commit suicide.  Why is this the case?

Think back to the segment that takes place in the high school
hallway.  What was the tone of the clip?  How did the statements
made here make you feel?  (break down individual examples)

Discuss the various forms of violence experienced by Zack,
Naba and Tara.  What are they? Do you think name-calling and
emotional violence is as damaging as physical violence?

Consider the stories of queer and questioning youth that are
not represented in this video.  Can silence be considered a
form of violence?  Explain why or why not.

What do you think motivates people to express hatred and
violence? What are some of the short and long term effects of
violence on individuals and society?

The voice-over asks “Where have we ever made a safe space
for queer youth?”  Can you contest this statement by naming
some safe spaces that you are aware of?  What elements are
necessary to create safe spaces?  What kinds of support are
necessary for these spaces to be successful and effective?

Section 3: Youth Talk About Coming Out
Naba tells us that women to women relationships are never
taken seriously.  Why would this be the case?  Is it also true
that men to men relationships are never taken seriously?  Why
would people not take same sex couples as seriously as
heterosexual couples?

Both Tara and Naba share their experiences with losing friends
when they came out.  Why does that happen?

Debriefing Questions

Section 1: Unpacking Normal (opening short)
Think about the opening video “The Het Threat”. Did you find

it funny? Why?

Think about the clip where the son tells his father that he is

straight. If the roles were reversed would it still seem so silly?  (a

youth telling her/his parents that s/he is queer)

What does this tell us about how deeply rooted certain

expectations and assumptions about gender and sexuality are?
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When Tara comes out to her mother, she is told “not to do
anything that she might regret or go to far”.  What types of
fear(s) do you think motivated her mother’s statements?
Where do you think some of these views could have come
from?

Another mother tells her daughter that her sexuality is “just
a phase she’s going through”. Why would somebody say this?
What is the likelihood that a heterosexual person would have
this comment directed at them?

 How could you show support to a friend or family member
that comes out?  What could you do to be an ally to him/her
in private or in public?

Section 4: Beyond Stereotypes/ Seeking Self-
acceptance (from video Les-bee-It tovideo I am)

In the clip “I AM”, we get a visual representation of stereotyping
(people with in labeled boxes, breaking out of them). How do
stereotypes affect people? What sort of impacts do they have
people’s identity? How do they affect individuals’ self-esteem
and how individuals view themselves?

What do you think “Ms. Moustache” means when she states
that she is “a lesbian, but a woman first” in the video “Les-
bee-et”? Consider the aspects of your own identity.  How do
you determine what the most important factors of your
identity are? Are there differences between how you self-
identify and how other identify you? If so, why?

Do positive queer role models exist? If not, what is the effect
of their absence is?

What do you think we can all do to overcome stereotypes to
help people feel more comfortable just being themselves?

#4 DEBRIEFING OUTLET P3

Debriefing Questions, cont.
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#5 UNPACKING ‘NORMAL’

•  To illustrate the pervasiveness of heterosexual ‘norms’

•  To introduce/explore the concepts of homophobia and heterosexism

•  To explore how cultural norms privilege some individuals yet oppress

others

flipchart and markers

45 minutes

small group work

and large group brainstorm and discussion

Version 1:
(first portion of activity done as homework)

> Have students work individually or in small groups

to create a collage using magazines and newspapers.

> Explain that the theme of the collage is sexual

orientation, relationship status, and gender

identities.  Students should find and use images that

reflect popular messages on the theme, and compose

a collage that shows what is considered to be

‘normal’ sexual orientation, relationship status and

gender identities.

> This homework assignment can replace the first 3

steps in Version 2.

Version 2:

> Divide the class into small groups of 3 or 4.

> Explain to each group that they should make a list

of 3-5 popular TV shows and/or movies that the

group is familiar with. Provide each group with some

flip chart paper to record their findings.

> Based on their list, ask each group to identify who

are the ‘normal’ characters in those shows and

movies.  Get the group to identify the sexual

orientation of characters: are they straight, queer?

Taking Action:
As a class, come up with ‘rules

of conduct’ that address

heterosexist assumptions and

establish methods of combating

them. These can be positive

attitudes that the group can

promote to dismantle

heterosexist assumptions and

privileges.  What are concrete

ways that the class can embrace

a wide range of people?

As a class create a collage, a

play or a video that represents

the entirety of the class, school

or community.  Challenge the

class to create media that truly

describes the range of

identities, relationships, family

structures and personal choices

possible.

Linking Learning:
This activity links well with “the

Het Threat” short in the

OUTlet: Queer Youth Speak
Out video.  This short is a useful

way to introduce the concept of

heterosexism through humour.
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#5 UNPACKING ‘NORMAL’ P2

Version 2 (in class activity) continued:

> What kind of personal relationships are the characters portrayed as having (girlfriend,

boyfriend, friends, mother, etc.).  Allow about 10 minutes for the small group discussions.

> As a large group, explore how both the shows and movies portray who and what is ‘normal’

and convey certain messages about sexuality, gender and identity.

> Compare each group’s description of the ‘normal’ individual and the related relationship

characteristics.

• What relationships and identities are widely represented in popular
media and which ones are under-represented or altogether absent?
What identities and relationships were most difficult to find
examples of?

• Identify some common themes, images and labels among the shows
and movies.  What appear to be the dominant messages about
sexual orientation and behaviour? What is the normal ‘woman’ and
what is the normal ‘man’?

• What might be some of the reasons that queer relationships and
sexuality aren’t represented?  Record responses.  What are the
effects of mainstream representations of identities and
relationships on people who do not fit into set gender roles? (eg.
transgendered/ gender queer people – see Glossary).

> Re-introduce the concept of homophobia:
Actions, beliefs and assumptions that demonstrate fear,
hatred or discrimination of homosexual people, or
behaviours associated with homosexuality.

> What are some examples of actions, attitudes and

language that discriminate against queer identified people?

Why might some people feel/act this way?  Record

responses on a chalkboard or flipchart.   (Encourage

responses across a wide range, from one on one encounters

to media depictions of homosexuality and gender roles.)

> Re-introduce the concept of heterosexism:
A system of beliefs, assumptions and actions based upon
an ideology that heterosexuality is superior to other
sexual orientations, and which is evident in
organizations, institutions and individuals.

•  Do the representations of gender roles, identities and

relationships within the mainstream media reflect heterosexism?

•  What are some examples of heterosexism? How about in your

school? How might queer youth feel living in a hetero-assuming

society?

> Distribute to class the handout:

What is Heterosexual Privilege? (next page)

Debrief
Is loving someone “normal”?  Is

heterosexuality “normal”?  Is

homosexuality “normal”?  How do

we define “normal”?  Who defines

what is and is not “normal”?

Is it acceptable for people to be

discriminated against because of

their sexual orientation?  Would

your thinking change if ‘race’ or

ability replaced sexual orientation

in the question?  Explain why, if

there is a distinction.

What are some privileges that

heterosexual relationships

experience that queer

relationships do not? (For some

examples see What is

Heterosexual Privilege?)

Who benefits from a heterosexist

society and how? How does

sexuality-based discrimination

play into existing social

heirarchies? (e.g. it places one

type of person above or below

another, enforces a power

dynamic in society.)
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What is Heterosexual Privilege
* Developed by Ohio State’s Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Student Services.
464 Ohio Union, 1739 North High St., Columbus, OH 43210.  614-292-6200, glbtss@osu.edu

If you are heterosexual (or, in some cases, simply perceived as heterosexual):

•  you do not have to worry about being mistreated by the police or victimized by the criminal

justice system because of your sexuality

•  you can express affection (kissing, hugging, and holding hands) in most social situations and

not expect hostile or violent reactions from others

•  you are more likely to see sexually-explicit images of people of your sexuality without these

images provoking public consternation or censorship

•  you can discuss your relationships and publicly acknowledge your partner (such as by having a

picture of your lover on your desk) without fearing that people will automatically disapprove or

think that you are being “blatant”

•  you can legally marry the person whom you love

•  you can receive tax breaks, health and insurance coverage, and spousal legal rights through

being in a long-term relationship

•  you can easily find a neighborhood in which residents will accept how you have constituted your household

•  you know that you will not be fired from a job or denied a promotion because of your sexuality

•  you can go wherever you want and know that you will not be harassed, beaten, or killed

because of your sexuality (sixteen people were known to be murdered in 2000 because of

being perceived as gay, 29 were killed in 1999, and 26 in 1998)

•  you can expect to see people of your sexuality presented positively on nearly every television

show and in nearly every movie

•  you can expect to be around others of your sexuality most of the time.  You do not have to

worry about being the only one of your sexuality in a class, on a job, or in a social situation

•  you can act, dress, and talk as you choose without it being considered a reflection on people

of your sexuality

•  if you were to commit a sexual crime (such as rape or incest), it would not be viewed as a

direct result of your sexuality

•  you can teach about lesbians, gay men, and bisexuals without being seen as having a bias

because of your sexuality or forcing a “homosexual agenda” on students

#5 UNPACKING ‘NORMAL’ P3



Learning Objectives:

Materials:

Flag:

Time Required:

Activity Format:

Instructions:
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#6 FLOWER POWER*

• to investigate what the ‘dominant culture’ actually is

• to situate ourselves in relationship to the dominant culture or “the status quo”

• to reflect upon the areas in which we hold power and privilege in our lives

Power Flower handouts for each person, pens or pencils,

an enlarged version of the Power Flower.  If you have

access to an overhead projector, you can make a copy of

the flower onto a transparency and project it on a wall.

Some of the information participants’ address in this

activity may be sensitive.  Determine the comfort level in

the class and establish which version of the activity will be

most appropriate.

40-60 minutes

Individual reflection, group discussion

The first part is done independently.  Assure students that they do
not have to share any part of this exercise with the group if they
aren’t comfortable.

> Pass out a copy of the power flower sheet to each person.

> Ask the participants to fill in the inner petals with how they

identify themselves.  (e.g. for sexual orientation, one may
identify as queer)

> Have participants fill in the outer petals with what they

think the values of the ‘status quo’ or the dominant culture
are (e.g. for sexual orientation, one may believe that the

status quo privileges straight people)

> For the blank petal, participants can decide individually or
 as a class on an additional relevant identifier (for example:

political, health, ability, clique, interests, etc.)

Version 1 (for a very safe and open group):
> Post the larger power flower in a visible spot.
> Ask everyone to transfer his/her information onto the large flower.

> When everyone has done this, review each petal as a group.

> Look for similarities and differences among the responses.
Make sure you allow more time to discuss the petals with

greater variation in the responses.

Version 2 (for a group with low – moderate safety):
> Skip sharing personal information on the large power flower.
> Have students compare their definition of the ‘status quo’

or dominant culture that they used to fill in the outer petals.

> Have a round where each participant identifies one
petal that was the most difficult to fill in.  Why was this

petal difficult to fill in?

For both versions:

Debrief:
How easy or difficult was it to name your
identity / experience?

How easy or difficult was it to determine
the dominant values in the outer petals?
How did you determine what the dominant
culture was? Did the definition of dominant
shift for different petals? If so, why?

How many of your inner petals differ from
the status quo?  How many inner petals do
you have in common with the status quo
(outer petals)?

Can any of these categories shift? (e.g.
socio-economic status, family status, one’s
abilities, etc.). Are there any gains or
sacrifices as a result of this shift?

Ask the students which categories they
think most affect the amount of power or
privilege that one has in society.  Have
them write down three of them and note
reasons why. Have the class share these
and discuss and debate.

Bigger Picture Questions:
Why is there so much pressure to conform in
our society?  What kind of impact does that
have on people being true to themselves?

What are some strategies we can adopt to
make our communities more supportive and
accepting of all people?

* This activity was invented by Enid Lee and
developed by members of the Doris Marshall
Institute in Toronto.  It is from the book Becoming
an Ally: Breaking the Cycle of Oppression by Anne
Bishop. (Halifax NS: Fernwood, 1994.)
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#7 WHERE DO WE STAND

• to generate discussion about homophobia and societal assumptions about
   gay people
• to clarify myths and realities of many commonly-held assumptions
• to encourage reflection about personal notions of sexual identity
• to unsettle rigid notions of sexual identity

none, just a spacious room

20 minutes

physical activity or

small group discussion

> Clear a space, define one side of the room to be “Strongly agree” and the opposite
side “Strongly disagree”. The middle of the room represents “neutral”.

> Explain that you will be reading out a series of statements.  Once everyone has
understood the statement, participants will respond to each statement by moving to
that area of the room that best reflects their understanding or belief in the statement.

> Take note of which statements elicit the most divergent responses from participants.

> After all the statements are read, discuss the responses to each one, particularly
those that received widely divergent opinions.   Encourage everyone the opportunity to
speak if they wish. If there is plenty of time for this exercise, you can debrief after each
statement.

> Alternatively, If there is not enough space where a physical game like this can take
place, break the group into smaller groups of three or four and run the exercise as a
discussion starter.  Circulate around the groups to check in.
This is a good opportunity to gauge levels of safety, awareness, homophobia and respect
amongst participants.

Statements and Debreif on following page...
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STATEMENTS:

Note:  There aren’t necessarily ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ answers to the following statements
Statements:

All heterosexual people are homophobic.

Many people are bi-phobic.

It is possible for a gay man to date a woman.

You can tell by looking at someone if they are gay.

A person is either straight or queer.

You are only gay if you’ve been intimate with someone of the same sex.

Queer people have the same rights as straight people.

Homosexuality is not a choice.

If you tell people you are queer you will lose your friends.

It is safe for a same sex couple to hold hands while walking down the street.

It is safe for a same sex couple to hold hands while walking down the hall at school.

It is safe for a teacher to be out.

Queer people are only attracted to their own gender.

Lesbians are always ‘femme’ or ‘butch’

Every person possesses a wide spectrum of sexual orientations and identities.

DEBRIEF:

Did any of the statements make you uncomfortable? If so, why?

Was your initial response (agree or disagree) swayed by where others in the group chose to stand?

Did your opinions change after hearing from other group members?

Were you uncertain, or lacking information, to respond to any of the statements?

What else has influenced your ‘conclusions’ and opinions? (i.e. media, myths)

How can you challenge any of the negative messages perpetuated by these influences?

#7 WHERE DO WE STAND  CON’T



Learning Objectives:

Materials:

Flag:

Time Required:

Activity Format:

Instructions:
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#8 MAPPING DIVERSITY

• to draw awareness to the prevalence of oppression and diversity

• to challenge how social structures maintain oppression

• to make links between different forms of oppression

Flip chart, markers

While this is a very valuable activity, it can invite negative

reactions or hostility when examining the race/class/sex/

ableism dynamics of a school in a personal way. Facilitate

with sensitivity and be prepared to address concerns that

arise about school and community space.

40 minutes to 1 hour

Small group and large group discussion, drawing

Note: one time saving strategy is to provide a pre-drawn map of the school to each group.  However, a lot can be
learned by what is drawn explicitly and what is left out by participants when they imagine and represent the
space around them.

Version 1:

> Divide into small groups (a total of 4 groups).

> Give each group one topic to map from the list below:

• Ethno-culture (may include religion or language)
• Socio-economic (may include class, education, etc.)
• Gender, sex and sexual identity
• Ability (on the basis of physical, scholastic, learning abilities, etc.)

> Ask the groups to draw their school or community and map all aspects of their assigned

topic.  Make sure every group considers both physical, psychological, emotional and other

manifestations of the topic such as: inclusion / exclusion, safety, clubs, layout and space,

artworks / graffiti / music, etc. Use the list below (from version 2) to prompt each group

to consider a wide range of aspects.

> Once the group has exhausted the physical map, instruct each group to:

• Determine what’s missing and note some problems related to this topic
• Suggest solutions for improvement.
• Make action steps to solve one or more of the recognized problems.

> Have each group present its findings back to the entire class.  Make note of problem

locations or factors that reappear from each of the topic-based maps.  This could be done

as an ‘expert panel’ presentation.  Each small group has one representative report back to

the class as part of a panel of experts where each representative is an expert on the theme

their group explored.
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#8 MAPPING DIVERSITY P2

Version 2:

> Divide into small groups.

> Ask the groups to draw their school or community.

> Then ask them to draw or write in the

considerations listed below.

> See if the groups come up with their own

categories to consider.

> Ask the small groups to present their maps back to

the larger group

Mapping Considerations:
 � Where are the washrooms located?  Are they segregated?  Why are they segregated?

What does this segregation assume?

 � What sort of images can be seen around the school or community?

 � Where are there wheelchair accessible areas?  Where are the elevators?

 � What are the contents of the (school) library?  Whose stories are prominent?  Are queer

love stories ever represented/ featured?

 � Consider languages: i.e. are signs, books, posters only in English?

 � Where do certain groups/cliques hang out?  Why do they hang out where they do?  Who

are in these groups?

 � Consider the food in the cafeteria.  What kind of food is served?

 � Consider the types of restaurants nearby. Who works in them?  How much do the various jobs pay?

 � Consider the cleaning staff, the administration, the teachers. Do these positions fall

along class and colour lines?

 � What courses are offered?  Who teaches them?

 � Consider Physical Education (PE).  Are there gender and ability biases in the way it is taught?

 � What kinds of sports are played and promoted?  By who?

 � What forms of recreation are available?  Who takes part in them?

 � Is there any public art?  Who were the artists?

 � Consider graffiti.  What does it say?

 � Are students able to display affection publicly?  Where? Are all students able to do this?

 � What clubs are in the school?  The community?  Who sponsors them?

 � Is there a Gay Straight Alliance (GSA) in your school?

 � Which holidays are recognized and celebrated in your school and community?

Debriefing questions:
As you walk through school or your community,

how are certain behaviours, ways of being and

experiences validated more than others?  Does this

seem fair?

What can you and your school do to make

everyone’s experience validated?

What can we do to shift the systems that promote

some beliefs and behaviours and disregard and

negate others?

Taking Action:
Based on the problems and issues

that came up from the mapping

exercise, as a class, determine one

issue to address in your school.

Work to determine the underlying

causes of the problem and find

pro-active steps to tackle it: make

posters, educate teachers,

councilors, the principal, and other

students.  Evaluate your progress

with a new map!



Learning Objectives:

Materials:

Time Required:

Activity Format:

Instructions:
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#9 ROLE PLAYS

• to gain an experiential understanding of the issues faced by queer
   youth, their families, friends and allies

• to help students deal effectively with conflict situations around
   homophobia

• to promote healthy examination of some of the contentious
   aspects of homophobia

Copies of the case studies and discussion questions

40-60 min

Small group discussion, large group discussion

OR dramatization/large group discussion

Version 1: (discussion-based)
>  Break the group in small groups of 5-6. Distribute case studies.
>  Have each group work on a different case study, answering the discussion questions.
>  Each groups should consider feelings, thoughts and motivations of all the characters.
>  Have a group member record the thoughts generated and prepare to share with the larger group how
the conflict can be resolved.

Version 2: (action-based)
>  Break the group into smalls groups. Provide each group with one case study from the list below.
>  Allow each group 10 minutes to rehearse acting out the scenario.
>  Explain that each group will present its scenario to the class. As the facilitator, you will pause the
scene at the moment of highest conflict, when any of the characters are stuck, or just before the
resolution might be presented.  At this point, each participant will have a moment to quietly consider
the situation.
>  While the scene is frozen, the facilitator may tap to life any character and ask something that is true
of the character at that particular moment. One way is to ask each character to complete the following
statements:

• I want to…
• I want you to…
• I am afraid…
• An underlying emotion or thought, something the character is currently thinking, but

  would never say aloud.

>  Have the class suggest a way that this situation can be resolved or diffused. Ask the presenting group
to act out this suggestion
>  As a class brainstorm other solutions and have the group reenact the scenario with the alternative
ending. What are the downfalls and benefits of each possible resolution?

Debriefing Questions:

• Identify who the allies were in each scenario and what
role they played.

• At what point in each situation could an ally intervene?

 • Consider the ways in which an ally could continue to
support youth in the scenario.

• How would the scenarios play out differently if there
was an active ally from the beginning of the situation.
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#9 ROLE PLAYS P2

 Scenarios

· You know that a certain student is being taunted and teased, when there are no teachers present.
He is constantly being called names like “faggot”, “gay-boy” and “girlie” in the hallways, in the
locker room, and on the school grounds. He does not usually try to defend himself. Instead he
appears to be trying to make himself invisible, and keeps his eyes down.  He does wear some rather
unusual clothing on most school days. You are not part of the group harassing him, but you know that
he is going to have a lot of difficulty surviving a few more years of school in this atmosphere. What
can you realistically do to help him?

· You are just starting to wonder if you might be lesbian, gay or maybe bisexual. You do not always
feel comfortable when the other kids talk about boys/girls (the opposite gender) and sexual matters.
What could you do to get more information?  Whom could you call or see in your community?

· You hear the other students making sarcastic comments about lesbians. These comments are mostly
about women in the movies and the music industry rather than about anyone particular in your
school. One girl does not join in with these comments or say anything about them, but just chats
about other things. You have a strong sense that her mother may be lesbian. What can you do or say?

· There is a new student in your school named Jamie. You really cannot tell whether this student is
male or female, because Jamie is fairly quiet, and has clothing, hair and mannerisms that are not
definitively male or female. Many students are asking each other whether Jamie is a girl or a boy,
and are starting to make jokes. What can you say or do?

· In your CAPP class about STDs and HIV/AIDS, the teacher skirts around the issue of sexual practices
between two men or two women.  Some students have snickered about not needing this information
because “only gay people do those things”. The teacher does not bother to correct these students or
to include any factual information for sexually active gays and lesbians. You are not certain about
you own future sexual orientation, and you are pretty sure that there are some closeted lesbian and
gay students present. What can you say or do?

· Your friend Lisa comes to you and tells you that she is lesbian, but doesn’t really want everyone to
know because she doesn’t think that everyone else in your grade (and the rest of the school) would
be very supportive of her. Lisa is telling you this news because she trusts you, she says. She also
wants to find out if a certain other girl you both know feels the same way about girls (and
specifically about Lisa), and wants your help. You are feeling a bit confused and caught in the middle
of things. What can you say or do?

· You are quite sure that you are gay, but have not said a word about it to anyone. You don’t know
how knowledgeable or supportive your school counselor is on this issue.  You do not know anyone
else who is gay, but many students say that one of the science teachers (whom you do not know) is
gay. You really would like to know how to meet other gay guys and to learn more of what being gay is
all about. What can you do?

· On a school trip, you and a bunch of friends were joking around. At one point you were hugging and
laughing with a friend of the same gender as you. Now some of the other kids are telling everyone that
you are gay, and that you are probably “doing it” with other queer kids. You do not really feel that you
are gay or lesbian, and you would just like everyone to shut up about this.  What can you say or do?

· Because your uncle is gay and your parents are comfortable with this fact, you know a fair bit
about gay and lesbian issues and people. You would like to do an in-depth assignment on same-sex
legal issues for your Socials assignment and also a piece of writing on a young person’s coming out
experience for your drama class. You know that your drama teacher will not have any difficulty with
this topic, but you are not so sure about your Socials teacher. There is also the possibility that some other
students will try to give you a hard time about focusing so much on queer issues. What should you do?
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#9 ROLE PLAYS P3

Debriefing questions: (may be used between for each case study)

Do you think these solutions or actions were true to the characters? Why or why not?

If you were in place of any of the characters, how would you feel? What might be your

motivations?

Where you surprised by how any characters reacted to the resolution of the conflict?

Why do you think each character reacted the way s/he did?

Of all the characters in this situation, who do you think the felt most threatened? Is safety an

issue here (physical, emotional safety)? Who would have felt the most secure? Why would some

characters feel unsafe while other don’t? Would you feel comfortable speaking up in this

situation?

Has anyone ever witnessed a similar situation?  How did it feel? What would you do differently

now if you witnessed that situation again?

What were some of the similarities between the different scenarios? Why were the situations

different?  In resolving each of these scenarios, what were the similarities and differences in

tactics? What is/are the central issue(s) in each situation?

Linking Learning:
This activity is well linked to the middle

section of OUTlet: Queer Youth Speak

Out, which addresses coming out to

friends and family, and experiences of

bullying. Naba, Tara, Adam and Zack, all

discuss negative experiences they had as

queer-identified youth in oppressive

straight culture (in most cases in their

school). How might an ally have provided

support to them?

Taking Action:
Consider making it a regular tradition as a

class, or with a group of friends, to

address occurrences of discrimination

when they come up in the future.  Use the

class or the group to discuss the events

that took place and what kind of

intervention the witness did or could have

done.  You can use these “Theatre for the

Living” techniques to try out different

solutions. Discuss how to differentiate

between times when immediate

intervention can take place and when it is

best to seek assistance from resources

people and organizations.  Have regular

check-ins.
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#10 SPHERE OF INFLUENCE

• to draw awareness to our ability to act in the face of discrimination

• to identify the barriers that stop us from challenging oppression

• to come up with solutions and ways to address homophobia

2 scraps of paper for each participant, wall space (or floor space),

tape, a stick person picture

This activity is excellent for identifying actions and solutions for

homophobic behaviours and instances.  Make sure to keep a list of all

the solutions the group comes up with. Leave up as a permanent
reminder, or make a hand out for the class.

20 - 40 minutes

Individual contribution,

large group activity and discussion

 > Have the participants think of a time they experienced or witnessed homophobia and did

not take action to respond to it. This can be a time someone told a joke that belittled queer

people, when someone called a classmate as gay or lesbian, or an event where someone’s
physical well-being was threatened.

 > With a word or a phrase, have the participants describe the barrier that kept them from
responding to the situation. Have each participant write down the barrier on the scrap paper

provided.

 > Now, have the participants imagine a time when they experienced or witnessed an act of

homophobia (or another form of discrimination) and they or someone present took action to

stop and challenge it. This can be an incident that was addressed as it happened or at a later
time.

 > With a word or a phrase, have the participants describe the response used to address that
situation. Have each participant write down the method on the second scrap paper provided.

 > Designate two columns on the wall: one for barriers and one for responses.  Have each
student place their contributions in the appropriate column.

 > Explain to the group that this part of the activity is interactive, and discussion is encouraged!
Put the picture of the stick person on a spacious part of the wall or floor. As a group, have the

participants place all of the barriers and responses around the stick person.  Place those barriers

that are simple to overcome closest to the stick person, and those more difficult farther away.
Likewise, place the easy solutions close to the picture, and the difficult one at a greater

distance.

 > Once all the solutions and barriers have been placed around the stick person, as a group,

examine how the barriers and solutions fall within the sphere of influence of the stick person.

* Adapted from an activity of kinex, the youth project of the Self-Help Resources Association of BC, Vancovuer.
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Debriefing questions:

How did it make you feel to consider a time when you experienced or witnessed homophobia
and did not address it?

How did it feel to consider a time when you or someone else chose to address homophobia?

What were the common barriers the class identified in addressing homophobia?  What were

the common solutions the class identified in addressing homophobia?  Are there any solutions
that are especially inspiring? Why?

Of the solutions identified, which ones can an individual apply on their own, and which ones
demand an ally, a team effort, or an  institutional or social change?

Of the solutions identified, which ones can be used on the spot to stop an act of
discrimination, and which ones can be used after the incident has occurred?  What might be

some reasons not to address an incident immediately?

Have a look at the stick person and the papers around.  Do any of the barriers and solutions

match up?  If so, as a class, begin identifying ways to overcome certain barriers. How do the

solutions address the barriers?

How has this exercise changed your views on what you can do to respond to homophobia?

What is a ‘sphere of influence’?  What does it mean in the context of addressing homophobia?

What solutions can you offer for those barriers that do not have a match on the wall? Think of

things you can do on your own, as a class, a school.  Think of ways that our social thinking
needs to change to address discrimination and eliminate oppression!

#10 SPHERE OF INFLUENCE CON’T
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#11 MOVING ALONG

• to find ways to move from inaction to action around addressing homophobia

• to have participants list personal strategies to increase awareness and

action on homophobia

• to come up with solutions and ways to address homophobia

copy of Continuum worksheet, copy of Actions and Attitudes of Allies

handout

40 minutes

small group activity and discussion

 > Hand out the Continuum worksheet and the

Actions and Attitudes of Allies handout to every

participant. Divide the class into groups of 4 – 5.

 > Explain that each group will work together to fill

out the Continuum worksheets. Starting at the top

(Participation in homophobia), and working all the

way to the bottom (Preventing homophobia):

• identify the attitudes of the particular position.

• determine 3 – 4 action steps to move towards the

next position, an individual can take

• determine 2 - 3 external motivators that might

encourage someone to move from one part of

the continuum toward the next.

 > Encourage the groups to use the Actions and

Attitudes of Allies handout to find solutions.

 > Allow 25 minutes for the small groups to work.

 > Have the groups present their results to the whole

group, sharing analysis and suggestions for moving

along the continuum.

Debriefing Questions:

Where on the continuum do you

think you were before your class

began this anti-homophobia

workshop? Where do you think you

are now? Is there a difference?

What do you think made a

difference or why have you not

changed your position along the

continuum?

What ideas did your group come

up with as external motivators for

moving from inaction to action on

homophobia? Are any of these

motivators in place in your school

or community?  Which ones would

you like to see in place and why?
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#11 MOVING ALONG P2

A Continuum: Responding to Homophobia

* Continuum adapted from: Jamie Washington, 1991, Keweenaw Pride at Michigan Technical University,
www.sos.mtu.edu/pride/safeplace/ally.html

List Attitudes, Action Steps, External Motivators

Participation – you perpetuate homophobia by

engaging in verbal or physical harassment of gay,

lesbian, transgendered and queer individuals or

groups.  You laugh and tell jokes about people who

don’t fit into dominant gender or sex roles.

Ignore and deny – you passively support

homophobia, and by not acting against it you

promote it. You say nothing to address homophobic

and heterosexist behaviour, allowing the oppression

to go unchallenged.

Recognize without acting – you recognize

homophobic and heterosexist behaviours but do

nothing to stop them, either out of inability,

unwillingness or fear.

Recognize and interrupt – you recognize

homophobic and heterosexist behaviours and take

action to stop them when they are expressed.  Your

response goes only so far as to show that these

behaviours are not acceptable.

Self-education – you take action to learn about

homophobia, heterosexism, and the issues that

affect gay, lesbian, transgendered and queer

identified people. In order to address homophobia

you are learning more.

Question and talk – you are encouraging others to

reflect on their own attitudes and beliefs in order to

address homophobia and heterosexism. You are using

dialogue to increase awareness of the people around

you.

Support – you support others as they actively

engage in anti-homophobia and anti-heterosexism

work.  Stopping the spread of oppression and

standing up against discrimination is difficult and

takes courage.

Prevent – you actively work to identify and

eliminate homophobic behaviours, attitudes, and

practices at the individual and institutional levels.
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#11 MOVING ALONG P3

Actions and Attitudes of Allies
An ally is someone who… acknowledges his/her own privilege and works to address and overcome
a particular form of oppression.  The ally is a member of an “oppressor” group, someone who has
not been the target of that kind of discrimination and harassment, but s/he believes it important
to challenge intolerance and oppression.

Ally Strategies:

In your school…
 > Identify other allies in your school or community: find teachers, counselors, staff, and parents who are
    supportive of queer students and with their permission, make these people known.
 > Create an anti-discrimination policy for your school, and include all forms of discrimination.
 > Organize:

• A Diversity Day or Week to tackle all forms of discrimination.
• A school or class Forum on how homophobia affects straight people
• Invite speakers from organizations to your school to talk about queer issues

 > Get involved in a Gay-Straight Alliance, or start one in your school.
 > Put up queer positive posters and symbols in hallways and classrooms.
 > Ask your librarian to display and make available books that deal with issues relating to gay, lesbian, and bisexual teens.

On your own…
 > Don’t make assumptions about people’s sexual orientation or gender identities.
 > Don’t assume “feminine-acting” men and “masculine-acting” women are queer.
 > Don’t assume that ‘macho’ men and ‘feminine’ women are straight. Don’t assume everyone is heterosexual.
 > Do not assume that queer identified people of the same gender as you are attracted to you.
 > In all aspects of daily life, assume that there are queer people present.
 > Educate yourself and work to develop an understanding of homosexuality & the needs of gays and lesbians.
 > Join and support an organization that addresses queer issues.
 > Get to know the queer community: read books and magazines, attend events and programs, and get to
    know some people from the community.
 > Participate in a march or rally promoting queer rights and queer pride.
 > Educate yourself about candidates for public office and where they stand on equality and social justice
    issues.

Around others…
 > Role model language, behaviour and action that is queer-friendly.
 > Challenge yourself to use non-gender specific language and terminology (use partner or significant other
    instead of girlfriend, boyfriend, husband or wife).
 > Resist the impulse to deny the possibility of your own queerness.
 > Interrupt homophobic jokes or comments and don’t let them go unchallenged. Let the person making the
    remark know, however works for you, that homophobic behaviour is NOT acceptable.
 > Bring up issues affecting gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, and queer identified people with friends, in
    conversations, and in the classroom.
 > Being silent is an act of supporting oppression. Do not promote invisibility of the differences amongst
    people; confront oppression in all situations.
 > Be equally affectionate to people of all gender, sexuality, age, ethnicity, ability and size.
 > Educate the people around you about the effects of oppression and show them how to challenge
    homophobia.

Homophobia and Heterosexism harm everyone
Remember oppression harms us all, and that heterosexism and homophobia are part of a larger system of
oppression that:

• inhibits our ability to have close, intimate relationships with people of the same gender for fear of
being labeled queer;
• inhibits our self-expression and creativity by locking us into strict roles;
• impedes accurate information about sex education, and effective social and institutional responses
to HIV/AIDs;
• pressures youth to “prove” their sexuality and gender at an early age;
inhibits expression and appreciation of diversity, creating an environment that enforces conformity.

* Ally info was adapted from the following sources:
Challenging, Learning About, and Undermining Heterosexism at the University of California http://cluh2.tripod.com
Jamie Washington, 1991, Keweenaw Pride at Michigan Technical University, www.sos.mtu.edu/pride/safeplace/ally.html
Teenwire, Planned Parenthood Federation of America, http://www.teenwire.com .
Ohio State’s Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Student Services, http://multiculturalcenter.osu.edu/glbtss/ .
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BC FTM Network
Information and education, presentations,

 and support for families of FTM persons.

604-254-7292 or 604-988-1958

MESSAGE: 604-688-9378, Ext. 2310

bcftmnet@hotmail.com

PO Box 10, 1895 Commercial Dr., Vancouver, BC V5N 4A6

Capilano College Queer Collective
604-990-7826 or 604-984-4969 (message)

csupride@capcollege.bc.ca

Student Union, Capilano College, 2055 Purcell Way,

North Vancouver, BC V7J 3H5

The Centre
Drop in, library services, advocacy, support, counselling.

604-684-5307

www.lgtbcentrevancouver.com

thecentre@intergate.bc.ca

1170 Bute Street, Vancouver, BC V6E 1Z6

Douglas College Pride Collective
604-527-5474 Fax: 604-527-5364

pride@dcss.douglas.bc.ca

PO Box 2503, New Westminster, BC V3L 5B2

Family Services LGBT Service Options
604-731-4951

FTM etc
Peer support for FTM (Female-To-Male transgender) persons.

604-254-7292 or 604-988-1958

MESSAGE: 604-684-9872, Ext. 2269

PO Box 10, 1895 Commercial Dr., Vancouver, BC V5N 4A6

Gab Youth Services
Gab is a support, education, advocacy and referral service for

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgendered, and

Questioning  youth in Vancouver. Gab offers various weekly

drop-ins for youth (19 and under, and 25 and under), peer-

based workshops on issues affecting LGTBQ youth, and special

Asian gab meetings (25 and under). School counsellors and

teachers often contact Gab for info and support.

604-684-4901 or 1-800-566-1170

www.lgbtcentrevancouver/GabYouth.htm

gabyouth@lgtbcentrevancouver.com

GALE - BC (Gay And Lesbian Educators of BC)

Education, advocacy, resources and support re LGBT

issues in BC’s schools.

604-684-9872 (Ext. 2004)

gale_bc@canada.com

www.galebc.org

PO Box 93678, Nelson Park PO, Vancouver, BC V6E 4L7

Groups, Guidance and Support Services in the Lower MainlandLower Mainland

Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals at Langara (GLOBAL)

604-324-3881 (Ext. 232)

Langara Student Union Building, 100 West 49th Ave.

Vancouver, BC V6Y 2Z6

Out on Campus (LGBT group of Simon Fraser
University)
604-291-5933;  Fax: 604-291-5843

out-on-campus-info@sfu.ca

www.sfu.ca/out-on-campus

c/o Student Society,

8888 University Dr., Burnaby, BC V5A 1S6

Peer Action Support Services
Do you need someone to talk to? Are you dealing with

homophobia in your school, work, home or community? Do

you need help connecting to gay-positive support services

for youth? Do you need support in coming out? Youthquest!’s

Peer Action Support Services may be able to help.

604-512-5724

Monday, Wednesday, Friday 6-9 PM or Saturdays 12-6.

Leave a message and someone will get back to you

PFLAG (Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians
and Gays)
Support group for parents and family members of

LGBT’s. Discussion, education, resource materials, and

advocacy for equal rights. All welcome at monthly

meetings. There are also PFLAG representatives or

groups located in Victoria, Prince George, Comox

Valley.... (more to come).

604-684-9872 (Ext. 2060) or 604-689-3711

betew@intergate.bc.ca

8602 Granville St., PO Box 30075, Vancouver, BC V6P 5A0

Pride UBC
604-822-4638; fax: 604-822-9019

(“Attention: Pride UBC”)

prideubc@interchange.ubc.ca

www.ams.ubc.ca/clubs/pride

Box 9, SUB, University of BC, Vancouver, BC V6T 1W5

Prideline BC
One-to-one support, and information about services

and resources around BC, for LGBT (and questioning)

youth and adults. This line is staffed every night from

7:00 to 10:00 pm; at other times, there is a message

service available.

1-800-566-1170 or 604-684-6869

* This list of GBLT and ally Resources is not exhaustive.  Please contact AMES with information about groups
(particularly with a youth focus) in your area so that they can be included in future editions.
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WEBSITES:
All things Queer In BC:

http://www.netidea.com/~bnilsen/queer/queerbc.html

www.youth.org

YOUTH.ORG was formed to provide for the needs of GLBT

youth; the need for a rare opportunity to express

themselves, to know they are not alone, and to interact

with others who have already accepted their sexuality.

* The following links were obtained from the Gay and Lesbian

Educators (GALE) website.  They note that, ‘web sites are

constantly changing.  Most have links to other relevant sites.’
www.youthquest.bc.ca

www.intergate.bc.ca/business/thecentre

www.YouthCo.org

www.nalgbtcc.org

www.HATE-CRIME.NET

www.canadian-health-network.ca/customtools/homee.html

www.outproud.org/

www.pflag.org/

www.egale.ca/~egale/

www.lsisters.com

www.galebc.org

www.teachers.ab.ca/diversity/Sexual_Orientation

www.glsen.org

www.safeschools-wa.org/

www.womedia.org

www.alyson.com/html

www.virtualcity.com/youthsuicide

www.truluck.com

BISEXUAL
www.biresource.org/

www.bi.org/~binetbc/ (Vancouver-based group)

www.bisexual.org/bitheway/

TRANSGENDER
www.youth-guard.org/pflag-t-son/(a PFLAG site)

www.geocities.com/WestHollywood/Park/6484/

www.my.voyager.net/supenn/tsfaq.html

www.members.tripod.com/~twood/transyouth.html

www.ftm-intl.org/ (FTM website)

www.geocities.com/WestHollywood/Heights/5735/

canada.htm www.highriskproject.bc.ca

www.genderweb.org/~zenith

MEDIA:
The Coming Out Show Thursdays
7:00-8:00 pm, CFRO (“Co-op”) Radio, 102.7 FM

604-254-1909

The Lesbian Show Thursdays
8:00-9:00 pm, CFRO (“Co-op”) Radio, 102.7 FM

604-684-8494

OUTLOOK TV Fridays, 10:00-11:00 pm, Rogers Cable 4

Queer FM Sundays
6:00-8:00 pm, CITR Radio, 101.9 FM

604-822-1242

Queerlings
Support, information, weekly discussion/activity

groups, for GLBT youth (15-24).

604-684-9872 (Ext. 2066), or 604-718-5800 (message)

Britannia Community Centre,

1661 Napier St. Vancouver BC V5L 4X4

��

Richmond GLBT Youth Group
(Specify “GLBT youth group” when contacting) Weekly

drop-in group, support, information (youth under 22).

604-271-7600 or  604-271-7626�

c/o 8191 St. Alban’s Rd., Richmond, BC V6Y 2L2

Safe Company
Free, anonymous, general health clinic; call ahead

for hours. 604-660-7949

Take Pride of BCIT
604-451-6922 or 604-432-8600

ghandfor@bcit.bc.ca

BC Institute of Technology Student Assoc.

3700 Willingdon, Burnaby, BC V5G 3H2

Vancouver Crisis Center
A volunteer organization committed to helping

people help themselves and others deal with crisis.

(Not LGBT specific). 604-872-3311

Youthquest!
Youthquest! Lesbian and Gay Youth Society of BC is

Canada’s largest organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual and

transgendered youth.� We run 12 drop-in sites across the

province and work with educators, service providers,

and others to make BC a safer place for queer youth.

1-866-NOT-ALONE (668-2566)

Toll-Free Youth Info Line

http://www.youthquest.bc.ca

yqinfo@youthquest.bc.ca

Provincial Office,

Vancouver: (604) 523-9115

100A 88 7th St., New Westminster, BC

c/o Douglas College Student Union Society

PO Box 2503, New Westminster,  BC, V3L 5B2

 Zenith Foundation (MTF)
Educational pamphlets, newsletter, support, and

guidelines for MTF (Male-To-Female transgender)

persons and those who are questioning their gender

identity, and their families.  604-261-1695

zenithfoundation@hotmail.com

www.genderweb.org/~zenith

PO Box 46, 8415 Granville St., Vancouver, BC V6P 4Z9

Groups, Guidance and Support Services in the Lower Mainland, cont.Lower Mainland, cont.
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Association for Social Knowledge (ASK)
Organizational meetings and campus activities.

Phone:250-470-6067

rainbowy_ouc@hotmail.com

www.oucsak.bc.ca/askatouc

c/o OUC Student Associatio

Okanagan University College, Kelowna

Love Knows No Gender (LKNG)
Weekly drop-in youth group (under 25), peer

support, counselling, information, social activities;

Queer-Straight Alliance (to include friends and family)

meets weekly.

250-562-6253; Pager: 250-613-4359

lkngyouth@hotmail.com

(or c/o adult group galanorth@hotmail.com)

#104-1188 6th Avenue, Prince George, BC V2L 3M6

GALE - BC (Gay And Lesbian Educators of BC)
Education, advocacy, resources and support re LGBT

 issues in BC’s schools.

604-684-9872 (Ext. 2004)

gale_bc@canada.com

www.galebc.org

PO Box 93678, Nelson Park PO

Vancouver, BC V6E 4L7

PFLAG (Parents, Families and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays)
Support group for parents and family members of

LGBT’s. Discussion, education, resource materials,

and advocacy for equal rights. All welcome at

monthly meetings. There are also PFLAG

representatives or groups located in Victoria, Prince

George, Comox Valley.... (more to come).

604-684-9872 (Ext. 2060) or 604-689-3711

betew@intergate.bc.ca

8602 Granville St., PO Box 30075

Vancouver, BC V6P 5A0

Powell River PAQ’s Youth Group
Weekly drop-in and support for LGBT youth

604-483-9456 (Daniel)

or 604-487-9994 (Jan), or 604-485-2891

Rainbow Y (Kelowna)

Social setting, twice-a-month socials, for ages 25 and

under.

250-470-6067

rainbowy_ouc@hotmail.com

www.oucsak.bc.ca/rainbowy

Groups, Guidance and Support services outside of the lower mainland

Safe Spaces (Kamloops)

Youth (under 24) driven group for LGB and Two-Spirited

persons, weekly drop-in, outreach, education and

resources. Group shares space/resources with ASK

(AIDS Society of Kamloops).

250-314-4086

sspaces@mail.ocis.net

www.safespaces.org

437 Lansdowne St., Kamloops, BC V2C 2B3

U Vic Lesbian, Gay Bisexual Alliance (LGBA)
250-472-4393

SUB, University of Victoria, Box 3035,

Victoria, BC V8W 3P3

lgba@uvss.uvic.ca

http://uvss.uvic.ca/~lgba/

Victoria Youth Pride Society (VYPS)
c/o Fairfield Community Place, Youth drop-in group,

support, information.

250-472-4393

http://members.home.net/vyps

vyps@writeme.com

1330 Fairfield Rd., Victoria, BC V8S 5J1

YouthGLO
(Youth Gay and Lesbian Organization)

It is for youth under the age of 25 who live in the North

Okanagan (Vernon, Lumby, Armstrong, Enderby and

surrounding areas). We meet every Friday night from 7-

10pm in Vernon, to watch videos, hang out, chat and,

soon, to do activities like bowling, etc. The group is

sponsored by the Social Planning Council for the North

Okanagan.

250-503-1288 (Jay)

youthglo@hotmail.com

Youthquest!
Youthquest! Lesbian and Gay Youth Society of British

Columbia is Canada’s largest organization for lesbian,

gay, bisexual and transgendered youth.� We run 12

drop-in sites across the province and work with

educators, service providers, and others to make

British Columbia a safer place for queer youth.

 Nanaimo Drop-in: (250) 754-0665

Port Alberni Drop-in: (250) 723-6293

Victoria Youth Pride Society: (250) 413-4177

Prince George: (250) 612-7358��������

Kelowna: (250) 878-0233
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Video Resources: �

Sticks and Stones, NFB (20-25 mins) (Grades 2-6) c2000-2001

This documentary looks at the lives of nine children, aged 5 to 12, from a variety of backgrounds,

using their own words to show how homophobic language affects their lives.  The two main topics in

the video are family and name-calling.   (Secondary students could use this as a discussion starter.)

OUT:  Stories of Gay and Lesbian Youth, NFB  (39 mins) (Secondary) c1995

Issues of discrimination, racism and homophobia are sensitively addressed in this Canadian video,

filmed in Toronto and Thunder Bay.  It provides awareness, understanding and hope to gay and

lesbian youth, parents, counsellors and educators.  In candid interviews, young lesbians and gays

talk about their struggle with personal identity, made more difficult by societal and family

conflicts. NOTE:  This video is also available in a closed caption format (decoder is required).

What’s In a Name?, NFB (about 40 mins) (Grades 7-12) c2000-2001

Language and the power of words are the specific topic here.  We see the impact of homophobic

name-calling on the growth and development of seven youth, aged 14 to 22.  They share details

of their lives and their struggles with their own identity or the identity of their parents.

Learning Resource Packages:

Choose Dignity: A Kit for Fighting Hate. Vancouver, 1998.

This educational resource has been produced by the Westcoast Coalition for Human Dignity (WCHD).

It provides case studies for classroom discussion, with a focus on hate crimes, as well as strategies

and resources for follow up.  WCHD is a registered non profit organization dedicated to fighting

racism.  You can contact them by:  phone 604.681.9050, fax 604.681.9097, e-mail

<wchd@portal.ca> or regular mail #3385- 349 Georgia Street.  Vancouver, BC, V6B 3W5.

Facilitate This!  SHRA Youth Focused Facilitation Manual.  Vancouver, 2001.www.vcn.bc.ca/shra

This manual is an excellent resource on facilitating youth workshops and youth circles.  It

utilizes interactive activity formats to cover topics ranging from group safety to youth voice.

The Self Help Resource Association (SHRA) is a registered non profit organization whose

mandate is «to be the primary resource of self help/ mutual aid�in BC”.  Its youth initiative,

Kinex, is dedicated to youth mental health promotion through skills building, peer support,

community involvement, and community connectedness.  You can contact them by: phone

604.733.6186, fax 604.730.1015, e-mail <shra@vcn.bc.ca> or <ypshra@vcn.bc.ca>, or regular

mail #306-1212 West Broadway.  Vancouver, BC, V6H 3V1.

Fire it Up! - A Youth Action Manual. Toronto, 2002.

This is a great guidebook on how youth can organize within an anti-oppression framework,

produced by Youth Action Network / Réseau d’action Jeunesse, a Canadian youth driven

organization. Everything you need to know about group work, cross cultural communication,

consensus, conflict mediation, networking, getting the word out, planning an event,

fundraising and much more.  Contact Y.A.N. to order a copy of Fire It Up! at 176 John Street,

Suite 307, Toronto, ON, M5T 1X5, CANADA.  Phone: (416) 368-2277 / 1-800-718-LINK

(Canada) or at general@youthactionnetwork.org . www.YouthActionNetwork.org

Challenging Homophobia in Our Schools, Vancouver, 2000.

A thorough resource for educators on how to address homophobia in the classroom. Produced

by Gay and Lesbian Educators of BC (G.A.L.E.), a group of LGBT educators and supportive

persons with the focus of advocating for positive change in the educational system for LGBT

educators, students and parents. Contact G.A.L.E. at Box 93678, Nelson Park P.O. Vancouver,

BC V6E 4L7 www.galebc.org or gale_bc@canada.com .
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Although the following definitions are likely not found in most dictionaries, they are currently and widely
accepted among anti-oppression workers. This glossary may also be used as an excellent catalyst for discussion
and debate

Ableism

Ageism

Ally

Bisexual

Bisexuality

Classism

Closeted

Coming Out

A system of beliefs, assumptions and actions based upon the ideology that
able-bodied people are ‘superior’ to people with mental and physical
disabilities. This is often demonstrated in individual acts and attitudes as well
as institutional and organizational structures.
Examples:  Overlooking the necessity and need to make buildings wheelchair
accessible.  Assuming a student is lazy when in fact they have a learning
disability.

A system of beliefs, assumptions and actions based upon the ideology that
people of certain ages are ‘superior’ to those of other ages. This is often
demonstrated in individual acts and attitudes as well as institutional and
organizational structures.
Examples:  Assumption that teenagers are bad drivers.  Assumption that
seniors have nothing to contribute to contemporary society.

A member of an oppressor group who works to end a form of oppression that
gives them privilege.
Example:  The participation of straight youth in a gay straight alliance.

A male or female person who is attracted to, and may engage in sexual and/
or affectionate relationships with both males & females.  A bisexual person
may not be equally attracted to both genders, and the degree of the
attraction may vary.

The identity, like heterosexuality and homosexuality, of a person who is
attracted to, and may engage in sexual relationships with, both males and
females.  This may be a step towards a different sexual identity or may
represent a stable, long-term sexual identity.

A system of beliefs, assumptions and actions based upon the assumption that
one class (middle/upper class) is ‘superior’ to another (working/lower class).
This is often demonstrated in individuals’ acts and attitudes as well as
institutional and organizational structures.
Example:  Assumption that all poor people are poor solely because they are
lazy or that rich people work harder.

The act of not disclosing one’s sexual orientation or gender status, (generally
referring to bisexual, gay, lesbian and transgendered persons). Heterosexual
people are seldom forced to ‘closet’ or declare their sexual orientation.

The process of becoming aware of one’s sexual orientation or gender, accepting
it and sharing it with other people.  Coming out can be an on-going process as
people selectively share their sexual orientation and gender identity with
people as it feels safe to do so.  Allies can support this process by allowing
queer youth to “come out” to their peers and family themselves; don’t assume
that because they have come out to one person, they are out to all people in
their life.
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Co-Parent

Discrimination

Family of
Choice

Family of
Origin

Gay

Gay Bashing

Gender
Identity

Gender Roles

Heterosexism

Heterosexual

People who parent a child together but are not necessarily the child’s
biological parents, nor are the parents necessarily a couple.
Example:  A lesbian couple adopting, raising and parenting a child together.
OR, Two adults choosing to parent a child together, but who are not in a
sexual relationship (e.g a gay man and a lesbian woman who are friends).

Discrimination is prejudice put into practice.  It is unequal or unjust
treatment of individuals or groups through the denial of civil liberties and/
or everyday opportunities.  Under the BC Human Rights Act, discrimination is
prohibited on the basis of ‘race’, ethnicity, class, gender, age, religious or
political beliefs, marital or family status, physical or mental disability,
colour, ancestry, place of origin, sexual orientation and criminal background
(excluding employment).

The social support network and significant people in a person’s life who
constitute family relationships.  This often occurs when bisexual, gay, lesbian
and transgendered people experience rejection by their biological family
after coming out.  Many people, gay or straight, have a family of choice
whether or not they are ostracized from their biological family.

The biological family or the family in which a person was raised.  These
people may or may not be part of the person’s support network.

A person who forms sexual and/or affectionate relationships with those of
the same gender.  This term is most often used to describe men, though this
is dependent on cultural contexts.

Violence against people thought to be bisexual, gay, lesbian or transgendered.

An individual’s internal and psychological sense of themselves as man, woman
or neither, regardless of their biological sex.  People who question their gender
identity may not feel that their gender is the same as that of their physical
body.

The socially constructed behaviours assigned to men and women, which comprise
masculinity and femininity, and which society uses to differentiate males from
females.

A system of beliefs, assumptions and actions based upon an ideology that
heterosexuality is superior to other sexual orientations. This is often
demonstrated in individual acts and attitudes as well as institutional and
organizational structures.
Example:  Tradition of a high school prom king and queen excludes people
who do not identify as heterosexual.

A male or female person who engages in sexual and/or affectionate
relationships with members of the opposite gender.  This is also referred to
as ‘straight’.  Heterosexuality is not a fixed sexual identity; many
heterosexual people experience feelings of attraction to members of the
same gender.
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Homophobia

Homosexual

Internalized
Homophobia

Lesbian

Out

Outing
Someone

Power

Prejudice

Privilege

Partner

Queer

Actions, beliefs and assumptions that demonstrate fear, hatred or
discrimination of homosexual people or behaviours associated with
homosexuality.  Homophobia can occur at individual, organizational and
institutional levels.

A person who has sexual and/or affectionate relationships with people of the
same gender.  This term refers to a scientifically constructed notion of
sexuality. As such, most homosexuas prefer labels like bisexual, lesbian, gay
or queer that reflect the fact that sexual identity is about  more than simply
sexual relations.

The consequence of homosexual people believing, acting upon, or enforcing
the dominant system of beliefs about homosexuality.  This can include
experiencing shame regarding one’s sexual identity.

A woman who has sexual and/or affectionate relationships with other
women.

To be open about one’s sexual orientation or transgendered identity.  Many people
are out within some communities or areas of their lives and closeted in other
contexts.

The act of publicly revealing someone’s sexual orientation or transgendered
identity without their permission.

Increased mobility and decision making power through privileged access to
social, cultural and economic resources.
Example:  Heterosexual power gives people the ability to participate more
easily in social customs such as marriage and the associated benefits (i.e.
joint bank accounts, tax benefits, insurance plans, etc.).

To have prejudice is to prejudge and it is often based on stereotypes.
Prejudice can stem from attitudes based on anything from race, age or
religious background to marital or family status; physical, developmental or
mental attributes; sexuality and/or gender.

The unearned benefits received through membership to any dominant group
within society, including access to resources, social rewards and the power
to shape the norms and values of society.
Example:  The privilege of being able to walk openly down the street with
your boyfriend or girlfriend without fear of being scorned or gay bashed.

Inclusive term referring to one’s ‘significant other’.  May also be called
girlfriend/boyfriend, husband/wife, life partner or lover.

A broad term used to describe any person identifying as bisexual, gay,
lesbian or transgendered.  The term ‘queer’ regained popular usage when
the gay and lesbian rights movements ‘reclaimed’ the termto politicize the
notion of sexual identity.
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Questioning

Racism

Reclaiming

Sexism

Sexual
Behaviour

Sexual
Identity

Sexual
Orientation

Silence/
Silencing

A term used to describe someone who is exploring their sexual identity,
with the option of engaging in homosexual relationships at present or in
the future.

A system of advantage based on ‘race’.  A set of beliefs, assumptions and
actions whether implicit or explicit where one racial or ethnic group is
considered ‘superior’ to another. This is often demonstrated in individual
acts and attitudes as well as institutional and organizational structures.

Reclaiming is the practice of reversing and re-contextualizing words that
have historically been used to belittle people and express hatred towards
them.
Example: Some people in the “queer” community might use labels like
“fag”, “homo” and “dyke” to celebrate their sexual identity and their
refusal to be ashamed of it.

A system of beliefs, assumptions and actions based upon an ideology that
one gender (male) is ‘superior’ to the other (female). This is often
demonstrated in individual acts and attitudes as well as institutional and
organizational structures.
Example: The assumption that male students are better and more
interested in Science classes than female students.

Reference to a person’s actions sexually.  A person’s sexual behaviour can be
different than their sexual orientation.
Example:  A gay or lesbian person may have sex with people of the opposite
gender and still identify as gay or lesbian.

The way a person defines his or herself.  This may or may not be reflective of their
sexual orientation, but rather, could constitute a strategic political, social or economic
choice.

Refers to a person’s sexual attractions, desires and relationships, as well as
with whom a person has significant emotional and love relationships.
Orientation is not the same as identity – many people do not act upon their
desires or choose to adopt a homosexual identity that reflects their
orientation.

The consequence of an individual or group whose experiences are not
reflected historically, socially, politically, etc. and who lack the social power
to change this.
Example:  The lack of representation of queer peoples achievements and
struggles in history texts silences this group and renders them invisible.

Silencing can occur in interpersonal situations, whereby the expressions of
an individual or group are minimized or discounted by members of the
dominant group. This may or may not be conscious.
Example: A person from the dominant group taking control of a conversation
without considering the perspectives or approaches of the marginalized
people present.
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Stereotype

Tokenism

Transgender

Transsexual

Transvestite

Two-Spirited

A false or generalized conception of a group of people, which results in the
unconscious or conscious categorization of each member of that group,
without regard for individual differences.  Stereotyping may relate to ‘race’
or age; ethnic, linguistic, religious, geographical or national groups; social,
marital or family status; physical, developmental or mental attributes; and/
or gender.  Positive stereotypes can be just as damaging as negative
stereotypes.

Involving or hiring an individual member from a marginalized group primarily
because of their membership to that group with the expectation that
interests of that particular group are now fully represented.  It denies the
existence of individual differences among members of that group, as well as
fails to address any systemic barriers to inclusion.

A person whose gender identity differs from conventional, socially constructed
gender norms.
Example:  A female who identifies as a man and whose behaviour reflects this
identity.

Transsexual refers to anyone who’s gender identity is not congruent with
their sex.  Transsexuals often believe their true identity is trapped within
the ‘wrong’ body.  Some transsexuals undergo hormone treatment or surgery
to change their appearance to match their gender identity.

A person who wears clothing typically considered that of the opposite
gender.  Also known as a cross-dresser.  Transvestites do not typically wish to
change their body physically, nor do they necessarily identify as the opposite
gender.

Aboriginal belief that people who are Two-Spirited (bisexual, gay, lesbian,
transgendered) represent valuable qualities of both genders.  They were
accorded special status, and considered sacred in most Native cultures prior
to colonization and the imposition of Western patriarchal, heterosexist
norms.

We credit GALE BC and the materials in their resource book, “Challenging Homophobia in
Schools”, for many of these definitions.
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In order to make these packages as effective as possible, we need your feedback. Electronic

evaluation forms are available upon request. Or fill out the evaluations below and send to

A.M.E.S. at: 141 Sturdies Bay Road   PO Box 124 Galiano Island

British Columbia, V0N 1P0 P: 250-539-5904 F: 250-539-5941

or call 1-604-325-PEER (7337)

Questions for Teachers:

What did you like most about the video? What would you change about the video?

How did students respond to the video? Were they engaged? Did they relate?

What was the best part of the Guidebook?

Were the activities easy to follow? Did the activities meet the stated objectives?

Which of the activities did the students respond to the most? How and Why?

What did you and your students want to know more about?

How can we make this a package more effective for educators?

Other comments…

EVALUATION OF VIDEO & GUIDE
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Peer Perspectives: Student Evaluation

What did you like best about the video?

What would you change about the video?

Did the fact that the video was made by youth change the way you watched it? How?

What was the most important thing you learned from the video or the activities?

What bugged you most about the video or the activities?

How can you apply what you learned from the video or the activities to your life?

What do you want to know more about that the video or activities did not address?

Other comments…
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